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Hungry shark evolution map shells
Comments Share The Mission Map was a map showing the locations of all mission grenades. It cost 60 gems and also claimed to help you find them, but in practice it could not be recommended unless you had serious problems finding Mission Shells, or simply not buying anything in the store. Found shells were omitted from the map, so this map was useful only as a pointer and
not as a log. However, it was helpful because some stronger shark shells were often very well hidden and almost impossible to find without this map. The basemap is required to unlock the mission card. Trivia There are maps on the Internet that reveal the positions of grenades, so if you use them, you will never need the mission card. Because mission grenades have been
removed, it has been removed, as well as that community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. View source Comments Share Mission Shells were grenades scattered throughout the map. After a grenade is discovered, a mission is unlocked that makes it available for completion and reveals what you need to do to complete the mission. Missions are
tasks assigned to all sharks in Hungry Shark Evolution. These missions give rewards to coins when locked out, with the exception of the Top Secret Lab Sharks, whose missions give gems. A super mission will be unlocked for each shark when all previous missions are completed. The super mission provides the largest reward of any mission for this shark, generally more than
three times the amount. Each super mission requires you to score a certain number of points in a run. The bigger/later the shark got, the more difficult the missions were (with the exception of Sharkjira, whose missions are very simple). Missions There are a total of 117 missions assigned to non-special sharks: 104 normal missions and 13 super missions. There are 40 missions
assigned to special sharks: 32 standard missions and 8 super missions. Missions are tasks of different but unspecified difficulty levels, resulting in an increasing number of coins depending on the shark assigned and the difficulty. You have to complete a mission in a game - not in total. In addition, rewards for missions for a particular shark can be different. Note that gemstones
cannot be rewarded (for standard sharks). Each shark has 9 missions (except for the top Secret Lab Sharks, who have 5). Completing a mission rewards coins. When you complete 50 missions, the jet pack is unlocked for free use, and 75 unlocks the rocket launcher. Later the mission shells
there only Mission Reef Shark Name Target Reward Tropical Terror Food 50 Tropical
Fish 50 Coins Swimming Lesson 500 Meters 50 Coins Man Eater Food 3 People 50 Coins Pelican Seat 5 Pelicans 75 Coins Mini Jump Jump 3 Meters Of Water 50 Coins Turtle Neck Eat 4 Turtles 125 Coins Survival Chief Survive for 4 Minutes 100 Coins Innocent Bystander Eat 3 3 Bystanders 150 Coins Super Mission 1 Review over 25,000 Points 300 Coins TOTAL 950 Coins
Mako Shark Name Target Target Reward Caught A Bite Food 3 Fishermen 150 Coins Diet Swim 200 Meters Without Eating 150 Coins In Flight Meal Food You 5 Flying Pelicans 250 Coins Cannibal Eat 5 Enemy Sharks 350 Coins Survival Ace Survive for 6 minutes 250 coins Fast Food Eat 3 sailfish 250 coins Mine Sweeper Clear 5 mines 200 coins 1 Sunken Object Find 1
Sunken Object 200 Coins Super Mission 2 Rating over 50,000 Points 750 Coins TOTAL 2,550 Coins Hammerhead Shark Name Target Reward Crab Clearance Food 50 Crabs 400 Coins Speed Eat Sardines Eating 30 Sardines within a Minute 45 0 Coins Stingray Revenge Food 5 Stingrays 350 Coins Jellyless Swimming 1,000 Meters Without Getting Stung 250 Coins Fish Firm
Food 200 Fish 350 Coins 3 Sunken Objects Find 3 Sunken Objects 400 Coins Survival Pro Survival for 8 Minutes 300 Coins Cannibal Run Food 20 Enemy Sharks 375 Coins Super Mission 3 Rating over 100,000 Points 1,500 Coins TOTAL 4,375 Coins Tiger Shark Name Target Fight Angler Attack Food 10 Angler Fish 700 Coins High Jump Jump 8 Meters from the Water 600
Coins Jet lag Food 3 Jetskis 750 Coins Kempy Kill Find and Eat the Mythical Kempy Bass 850 Coins Mass Murder Food 30 People 700 Coins Survival King Survival for 10 Minutes 675 Coins 5 Sunken Objects find 5 Sunken Objects 600 Coins Deep Charge Swimming 250 Meters Below Sea Level 750 Coins Super Mission 4 Score Over 200,000 Coins 5,000 Coins TOTAL 10,625
Coins Great White Shark Name Objective Reward Great White Attack Eat an enemy great white! 800 Coins Over Fishing Food 500 Fish 1,750 Coins Mine Sweeper Pro Clear 15 Mines 800 Coins Subzero Destroy 3 Submarines 1,250 Coins Survival Master Survive for 15 minutes 1,500 Big coins Gulp Eat 10 Gulpers 1,750 coins Speed Eat Eat 100 things within One Minute 1,250
Coins 8 Sunken Objects Find 8 Sunken Objects 2,000 Coins Super Mission 5 Rating over 1,000,000 Points 10,000 Coins TOTAL 21,100 Coins Megalodon Name Target Reward Crowd Surfer Essen 100 Beach Bystanders 2,500 Coins Jelly Junkie Food 100 Jellyfish 3,500 Coins Mines Eat 125 Mines 3,000 Coins Paraglider Punish Eat 5 Paraglider 2,750 Coins Harpoon Boat Bite
Eat 5 Harpoon boat men 2,750 coins Flying Feast Eat 100 flying fish 2,750 coins Boatbreaker Food 1 2 Fishing Boats 2,500 Coins 15 Sunken Objects Find 15 Sunken Objects 3,750 Coins Super Mission 6 Rating over 5,000,000 Points 20,000 Coins TOTAL 43,500 Coins Big Daddy (Dunkleosteus) Name Objective Reward Mine Muncher Pro Eat 10 Death Mines 5,250 Coins
Chopper Chomper Take 15 Chopper sab4,250 Coins Cage Crusher Food 30 Cage People 5,750 Coins Rinse 30 Boats 5,000 Coins Mega Feast Eat 6 Enemy Megalodons 5,000 Coins Migration Destroyer Eat 10 Rare Birds 4,750 Coins Shark Man Snack Food 5 Shark Men 4,500 Coins Crab Surprise Kill the Black Giant Crab 5,500 Coins Super Mission 7 7 over 40,000,000 points
50,000 coins TOTAL 90,000 coins Mr. Snappy (Mosasaurus) Name Lens Lens Reward Big Appetite Food 400 Things within a Minute 6,000 Coins Shark Coins Shark Attack Food 250 Enemy Sharks 6,000 Coins Sinking Feeling Destroy 45 Submarines 5,000 Coins Living Fossil Eat 100 Gulpers and Blobfish 6,000 Coins On The Fly Eat 250 Birds 6,000 Coins Megalo-Gone Eat 12
Megalodons 6,500 Coins Sole Survivor Survive for 25 minutes 6,500 coins Who's Your Daddy? Eat 6 Big Daddies 6,000 Coins Super Mission 8 Score over 150,000,000 points 75,000 Coins TOTAL 123,000 Coins Trivia The mission card revealed the location of all mission grenades in the game. A reef shark near a mission shell. The mission shell of the Mission Migration
Annihilitor for Big Daddy could only be taken with the jetpack, astronaut baby or pure skill. All missions of the special shark are rewarded with gems. It will now be removed from the game if Kraken has been added to community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Full map of hungry shark evolution and detailed explanation of ancient sites evolution of
hungry sharks evolution map of hungry shark evolution treasure - online image appreciationThese images are on this site about:Map of hungry shark evolution treasures Where are the mission shells of megatoothed sharks and dunks in the new version of hungry shark evolution? Hungry Shark World Invincible Diamond Version Question by Guest on March 21, 2013Last Modified:
June 21, 2013Where is the Angler Attack Bowl for the Tiger Shark? TRACK | REPORTSEA ANSWERS This is a short example guide to the game Hungry Shark Evolution. All shark scenarios and missions will be available in the game. Their main goal is to quickly unlock the Great White Shark, the largest and deadliest shark in the game. Feed him to become a ten ton killing
machine! Back to Hungry Shark Evolution FAQ, Tips, Tricks and Strategy Guides List Your Shark's Routine - Find Mussels to unlock the latest shark missions. Find them by exploring the seabed, beaches, islands and new areas. To view your current missions, tap the shell on the left side of your game screen. Complete all to unlock the Supermission for more coins! - Your goal is
to survive as long as possible, get highscore points, and earn coins. - From early to mid game, spend only your coins for buying new sharks. - It is also recommended that you buy the item Basic Map in the shop. - Try to avoid anything that will harm your energy rod unless you can eat them! - Since you do not currently have a card, use the card above as a guide. - The Drop is
where your shark will start the game. - Collect these 9 shells and don't forget to claim your daily reward (chest above). - Get in the way of the explore and enjoy! - Use short outbursts to hunt these creatures faster than you. - Do not buy upgrades or items. Preserve your coins for better use. - Pelikan Pinch: Just go to the surface and catch them all! - Turtle Neck: See the map
above. Go to these blue-circled areas to find some turtles swimming around. - Super Mission 1: Earn more than 25,000 points! - When you're done with all the missions, buy the Mako Shark! (1,500 coins). - Note: Reef shark must be at Lvl 10 with 100% bar to unlock the Mako Shark. - Check this shark info to find out what this shark can do. - New sharks are weak, so level them
first by getting high scores! - Note: Each shark starts at a different drop point. - Do not buy upgrades or items. Preserve your coins for better use. - Until now you should have enough coins to buy the item basecard. - Use the basemap to search for shells when exploring. I'm not going to show the locations of the mussels here anymore so you can enjoy the game, and the places
are too wide to fit in here. Don't worry, the shells aren't that hard to find. - Caught a bite: First you need to find a fishing boat. Use Boost to jump and land on this boat. Eat all 3 fishermen to fulfill this mission. - Diet Swimming: Here's a trick to make sure your shark has a full energy bar. Next, quickly use touch control then move your finger or shark clockwise as quickly as possible.
You can check your progress in the Mission window. - In-Flight Meal: Use Boost to jump and eat the flying pelicans. - Fast food: you can find them in these wide open areas. - Mine Sweeper: Make sure your shark has a full energy bar. Next, you'll find a small marine mine and then come across it. Quickly recover your energy and then do it again. - 1 Sunken Object: See here:
Locations of the 15 Hidden Sunken Items - Super Mission 2: Earn over 50,000 points! - If you have 6,000 coins or more, turn and buy the Hammerhead Shark! - Collect mussels and level your shark to make it stronger. - Do not buy upgrades or items. Preserve your coins for better use. - Speed Eat Sardines: This could be difficult for some players, so I created a map that shows
the best location to complete this mission. Eat all the sardines along the way. - Jellyless Swim: Use the trick here as well. See Diet Swimming Mako Mission above. - 3 sunken objects: See here: Locations of the 15 Sunken Items - Super Mission 3: Earn over 100,000 points to earn 1,500 Coins reward! - Earn 15,000 coins for the tiger shark. - Collect mussels and level your shark
to make it stronger. - Do not buy upgrades or items. Preserve your coins for better use. Use. - Angler Attack: You can go to the left area of the map and find the Angler's Nest. The map of the map can be found on the map above for the location. - Kempy Kill: The mythical Kempy bass can be found at this point: - Before entering the cave, wait at least 3 minutes for them to spawn
again. Eat and keep your energy bar full while you wait. Enter the cave and eat all creatures along the way until you see the Kempy Bass. - After a few experiments, this method is by far the best way to make them spawn. But if it's not there, leave the cave and just try again later. - 5 Sunken Items: References here: Locations of the 15 Hidden Sunken Items - Super Mission 4: Earn
over 200,000 points to earn 5,000 Coins Reward! - Earn 35,000 coins for the Great White Shark! - Collect mussels and level your shark to make it stronger. - Max your Shark's Bite, Speed, and Boost to unlock Megalodon! (50,000 coins) - Great white attack: you can find them in these wide open areas, usually in the top half of the map. One is on the right side of the map, below
your drop point. A white shark can also be found on the left most of the map, near these scattered islands. - Note: If it is not there, look for other places, go back later. - Under zero: To destroy a submarine, approach and wait for it to spin in front of you. Next, quickly boost into it before it can fire its missiles! You can find submarines under your drop point, go deep to find more! - Big
Gulp: Gulpers can be found at the bottom of your drop point. - Speed Eat: This should not be a problem, just go around and use your boost to search for food. Note: You can find more creatures on seabeds. - 8 Sunken Items: References here: Locations of the 15 Hidden Sunken Items - Super Mission 5: Earn over 1,000,000 points to earn 10,000 Coins Reward! - If you need help
or tips, go here: How to score over 1 million points - Collect mussels and collect your shark to make it stronger. - Shark's Bite, Speed and Boost will be maximum after purchase! - Most of its missions can be found near the surface. - 15 Sunken Items: References here: Locations of the 15 Hidden Sunken Items - Super Mission 6: Earn over 5,000,000 points to earn 20,000 Coins
Reward! - If you need help or tips, go here: How to score over 1 million points - Max everything and reach 100% size completion to unlock Big Daddy (Dunkleosteus)! for 250,000 coins! Related Hungry Evolution Tipps &amp; Guides: - Hungry Shark Evolution: Treasure Maps and Locations of the 15 Hidden Sunken Items - Hungry Shark Evolution: Where to Find the Kempy Bass?
(Kempy Kill Mission) - Hungry Shark Evolution: Wie man mehr Edelsteine oder Diamanten bekommt - Gemfish Locations - Hungry Hungry Evolution: How to score more than 1 million points or - CLICK HERE TO MORE HUNGRY SHARK EVOLUTION TIPS &amp; GUIDES - -
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